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Abstract

Fast Path supports a variety of methods of concurrency control for a variety of
different uses of data. This arose naturally out of efforts to meet the typical needs
of large on-line transaction processing businesses. The elements of "optimistic lock-
ing" apply to one type of data, and "group commit" applies to all types of data. Fast
Path development experience supports the idea that the use of a variety of methods
of concurrency control by a single transaction is reasonable and is not as difficult as
might be expected, at least when there is fast access to shared memory.

* This article is intended to be published in the June 1985 issue of the IEEE bulletin on
Database Engineering.
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1. Introduction

IBM introduced the Fast Path feature of IMS/VS in 1976, to support performance-critical on-line transaction processing.

Originally, Fast Path transactions shared the communication network and the system journal with standard IMS transactions, but little else was shared. Fast Path transactions could not access standard IMS/VS data bases and standard IMS/VS transactions could not access Fast Path data bases. Now Fast Path is integrated into IMS/VS, and a single transaction can access both kinds of data bases with consistency and atomicity across all of them. This integration in itself meant that the different methods of concurrency control common to Fast Path and to standard IMS/VS had to be supported within a single environment. In addition to this variety, Fast Path itself has always supported a variety of methods of concurrency control, although this was less apparent in 1976 than it is today, because the methods were simpler then.

Fast Path supports three kinds of data, each with its own methods of concurrency control. Two of these methods were novel when developed:

- Very active data items ("hot spots") are supported by Main Storage Data Bases (MSDBs). Very active data can include branch summaries, total cash on hand, accounting information (the number of transactions of a particular type processed), or any other kinds of information likely to cause bottlenecks because of locking conflicts between simultaneous transactions. Also, MSDBs are useful for terminal-related data, data likely to be accessed by a high percentage of all transactions from a particular terminal.

- Less frequently accessed data is stored in the main portions of Data Entry Data Bases (DEDBs). The main portion of a DEDB is hierarchical, with randomized (hashed) access to the roots. The significant improvement over standard IMS/VS hierarchical randomized data bases is in data availability, not in concurrency control. Because the amount of data is very large, access conflicts are rare and straightforward methods of concurrency control are adequate.

- Application journal data (application historical data) is also supported by DEDBs, in special "sequential dependent" portions of DEDBs. The implementation of sequential dependents avoids a bottleneck that could otherwise result from simultaneous transactions adding records at the end of an application journal.

Some Fast Path innovations (such as group commit and the elimination of "before" images from the system journal) are general, not for the benefit of particular types of data. Still, we will start by considering the special handling for highly active data "hot spots" and for application journal data.
2. Main-Storage Data Bases (MSDBs)

What innovations help with "hot spots"? Consider, for example, an ultra-hot spot: a counter updated by every transaction. To achieve a high transaction rate, we want a transaction to be able to access the counter without waiting for any other transaction. We also want to guarantee the integrity of the counter, consistency with other parts of the data base, etcetera. If we are to have high performance (> 100 transactions per second), then there are three things we cannot afford to do:

a. We cannot afford to lock the record and keep other transactions from accessing it until our transaction is complete.
b. We cannot afford to read the record from disk and write the record to disk.
c. We cannot afford to wait for the previous transaction's update log records to be written to disk (this is not unique to MSDBs, and is handled by group commit, to be described later).

To avoid the bottleneck that would occur from all transactions needing exclusive control of the counter, we must be a little tricky. In our example, the transaction wants to add 1 to the counter. The transaction doesn't care about the old or new values of the counter, except that the old value of the counter must be less than the maximum value the counter can hold. Accordingly, the transaction program does not "read" and "write" the counter value. Instead, it uses two new operations:

a) \( \text{VERIFY} \text{ counter} \ < \ (\text{maximum counter value}) \)
b) \( \text{CHANGE} \text{ counter} \ + \ 1 \)

The VERIFY operation checks a field and makes sure the field is \(<\), \(\leq\), \(=\), \(\geq\), or \(>\) a specified value. Multiple VERIFY operations can be used to specify upper and lower limits.

The CHANGE operation updates a field by adding or subtracting a specified value, or by setting a field to a specified value. It could have been extended to include multiplication and division if these had seemed useful.

Fast Path does VERIFY tests both at the time of the VERIFY operation and again during commit time. The first test gives the application program a chance to do something different if the value is already out of range. The second test, the "real" test, is performed as part of a high-speed replay of the VERIFYs and CHANGEs for this transaction. During commit processing the data is locked, but only for a few instructions.

CHANGE operations are performed only during commit processing.

Besides VERIFY and CHANGE operations, Fast Path also allows the more usual operations (reading and writing records) against MSDB data. This is a
complication for the developers, but not relevant to this paper.

The VERIFY and CHANGE operations implemented for MSDBs, publicly introduced in 1976, contain the essential elements of "optimistic locking," although the term was then unknown. This is readily apparent if you consider the use of "VERIFY = ."

3. Data-Entry Data Bases (DEDBs)

DEDBs are for large data bases. Except for sequential dependents, we are willing to wait for data to be read from disk (Fast Path doesn't even use buffer lookaside, except within a transaction). We are willing to write each updated record to disk (multiple read-write heads can be assumed), and we are willing for one transaction to wait for the other if both transactions want to access the same record.

Since many readers of this paper will be unfamiliar with Fast Path, it seems reasonable to mention the innovations that improved availability, even though this is not relevant to the main topic of the paper. It will at least make you aware of DEDB "AREAs." Originally there were two big availability improvements over standard IMS/VS:

1. Fast Path allows you to divide a DEDB into up to 240 different partitions called "AREAs." Each AREA is a separate file, and can be taken off-line while leaving the rest of the data base on-line. The internal data structures are such that pointers never point from one AREA to another. (The use of multiple AREAs also allows the construction of very large databases. The limit is 960 gigabytes.)

2. Since Fast Path has no way of telling which transactions will access which AREAs, it lets a transaction try to access data in an unavailable AREA. Fast Path introduced a new IMS/VS status code to tell the application program that the data is unavailable and let the application program take alternate action. Until Fast Path, IMS/VS refused to run a transaction that might try to access unavailable data.

In 1984 another data availability enhancement was provided: data replication, the ability to have from 0 to 7 copies of an AREA. Zero copies, of course, amounts to having the AREA off-line. The data replication facilities allow a new copy to be added and brought into use or allow a copy to be removed and taken away for safe storage without interrupting access to the AREA.
4. DEDB Sequential Dependents

Sequential dependents allow the construction of an application journal. They are to contain historical information. For example, a root record with your account number as its key may show how much money you currently have in your account, but your bank must also keep a history of how much money you used to have, and what happened to change your account balance. The bank would like to be able to get this information without having to scan through all updates to all accounts. At other times the bank would like to be able to scan all the updates for a particular period of time very rapidly; this is typically part of a daily batch run.

These considerations lead to the following strategy:

1. Sequential dependents, once written, can neither be modified nor individually deleted. They are eventually discarded as obsolete.
2. Sequential dependents are stored in chronological order according to time of commit processing (time of completion of the transaction).
3. To support retrieval of sequential dependents related to some particular thing (such as your bank account), without having to scan a lot of unrelated data, sequential dependents are chained in LIFO order from a chain anchor in the root record. This is very efficient; it can be done without accessing previously written sequential dependents.

There are many ways this strategy could have been implemented. The method actually chosen imposes many restrictions. At the time, these restrictions were appropriate, since the general strategy had not yet been tested by use. Here are the rules:

1. A sequential dependent segment (record) must be added to the DEDB as a child of one and only one non-sequential DEDB segment. Only one sequential-dependent segment type is allowed, and this segment type must be a child of the root segment.
2. Once inserted, sequential dependent segments can be retrieved as children of their root segment. Retrieved this way, they are presented in LIFO order. For example, the root segment for your bank account would point to the most recent update for your account, the most recent update record would point to the update before that, and so on.
3. Sequential dependents can also be scanned sequentially, for high-speed bulk processing. In this case, all the sequential dependents for a chosen period of time are presented in chronological order by commit time.
4. Sequential dependent segments are stored in a portion of disk storage reserved for this purpose at the end of each DEDB AREA. This portion of disk storage is used and reused as a large circular buffer.
5. There is no facility for deleting individual sequential dependents. Instead, there is a pointer to the oldest sequential dependent not yet deleted. When this pointer is moved forward, all previous records are logically deleted, and the space they occupied is made available for reuse. Because the space is circularly reused, the most significant bits of all pointers are a "cycle" counter: the first use of the disk storage is cycle 1, the second use is cycle 2, etcetera. Accordingly, a later record always has a larger pointer.

For sequential dependents, the "hot spot" is not a data item; it is the next piece of unused space. To handle this "hot spot," a Sequential Dependent insertion goes through three stages:

1. When the application program tells Fast Path to add a new sequential dependent, the data provided is NOT assigned a location on disk: this would not be a good idea because other transactions could insert sequential dependents and complete before this transaction completes. Instead, the data provided is placed in a holding area, the same as for MSDB VERIFY or CHANGE data. Also, the added data is chained LIFO from the main-storage copy of the record it is a child of. The pointer from the root is recognizable as a main-storage pointer (not a disk pointer) by the fact that its most significant bits (the "cycle" number) are 0.

2. During commit processing, Fast Path allocates the available space to the sequential dependents. After allocating the space, Fast Path revisits the root and all sequential dependents added by this transaction, converting main-storage pointers into disk storage pointers to the newly allocated locations. Also, Fast Path copies the data to the current buffer being filled with sequential dependents for this DEDB AREA.

3. The buffer the sequential dependents are copied to at commit time isn't written to disk until after the buffer is filled and all the commit records for all the transactions that added data to the buffer have been written to the system journal. This delay is not a problem; nobody has to wait for the buffer to be written to disk unless there is a shortage of buffers.
5. Resource Control

The design of Fast Path distinguishes between contention control (making sure this transaction and another transaction aren't incorrectly accessing the same data) and contention resolution (deadlock detection). Contention control is constantly needed. Accordingly, it is handled within Fast Path, using a variety of efficient mechanisms. Contention resolution is needed only when a conflict has actually occurred, and is much more expensive. It uses the IMS/VS Resource Lock Manager (IRLM). This is necessary because a deadlock could involve both Fast Path and standard IMS/VS (non-Fast Path) resources.

An historical note: Since the first release of Fast Path did not allow a single transaction to access data from both Fast Path and IMS/VS data bases, a common contention resolution mechanism was not required, and Fast Path originally had its own deadlock detection. At that time, contention control and contention resolution were not separated the way they are now.

Contestation control in Fast Path is optimized towards processing simple cases with a minimum of CPU time. To do this, Fast Path uses hashing in the following way:

1. Fast Path creates a large number of hash anchors for each data base or DEDB AREA (file). The number of hash anchors is large compared to the number of resources likely to be in use at one time.

2. When a transaction requests a particular resource (requests a lock), one of the hash anchors is selected as a pseudorandom function of the resource name, in such a way that a single resource always hashes to the same hash anchor. The hash anchor is used to anchor a chain of all lock requests for resources that hash to the anchor point.

Since the number of hash anchors is normally much larger than the number of resources in use, most requests encounter unused hash anchors. Therefore, since there can be no resource conflict without a hash anchor conflict, the resource can usually be locked quickly. If we ignore the CPU time needed to create the resource information, such a lock/unlock pair typically costs about 20 instructions.

If the hash anchor is already in use, then there must be a check to see whether or not there is actually a conflict. These checks have to be made in such a way that only one process is checking and/or manipulating the chain off one anchor. This requires additional synchronization, but it still costs less than 100 instructions unless a conflict is found to actually exist.

If a conflict is found to actually exist, then a request must be forwarded to the contention resolution mechanism (the IRLM).

Fast Path could do some deadlock detection. However, neither Fast Path nor standard IMS/VS could detect all the deadlocks without information from the other, since cycles might involve both kinds of resources. With a full resource
control system available, the natural choice is to use it for all deadlock detection. However, there are two challenging technical problems:

1. To avoid consuming an excessive amount of CPU time, Fast Path must avoid unnecessary interactions with the common resource manager (IRLM).

   The common resource manager should only know about those resources that are involved in a conflict. However, a conflict is only recognized when a resource is requested for the second time. Therefore, at the time a conflict is detected, two requests have to be sent to the common resource manager: the request for the current owner, which has to be granted; and a request for the competitor. This leads to the second problem.

2. When a conflict does arise, Fast Path must share all relevant information with the common resource manager.

   The difficulty is related to the fact that resources have to be obtained on behalf of other processes. That is, the IRLM has to give the lock to the current owner, not to the process that detected the conflict. Fast Path's solution to this problem depends on the details of IRLM, and is too complicated to describe here.

With all the difficulties to be solved in the case of actual conflict resolution, 2,000 instructions is a reasonable number for the cost of conflict resolution using the IRLM.

Although actual results depend on the characteristics of the data bases and application programs, in a typical case 98% of the requests might encounter unused hash anchors, and 98% of the other requests might be instances of two different resources hashing to the same hash anchor. Doing the arithmetic, we see that contention resolution is needed only 0.04% of the time, and a typical Fast Path lock/unlock pair winds up still costing only about 20 instructions. Again, this is not counting the instructions required to create the resource information.

For Fast Path, the type of resource information (the name, owner, chain fields, etc.) depends on the type of data, but creating the resource information typically takes about 30 instructions. Locking should not be charged with all this cost, since the resource information is also used for other purposes, including buffer look-aside within a transaction and group commit.

The logic just described works only as long as no data bases are shared between different Fast Path systems. If DEDBs are shared between systems, then all locking has to be done by the common resource manager (IRLM), and locking becomes much more expensive.

The lock granularity in Fast Path varies depending on the data base structure and the use of the data.

- Record granularity is always used for MSDBs.
• Page granularity is used for on-line non-sequential-dependent processing and sequential-dependent retrieval.

• AREA granularity is used for sequential-dependent insertion.

• Page clusters (named "Units of Work") are used for on-line utilities.

6. Commit Processing

Fast Path commit processing satisfies the following needs:

• To work together with standard IMS/VS data base handling, and to make a common GO/NOGO (commit/abort) decision.

• To do system journaling in a way that minimizes the amount of system journal data and that allows asynchronous checkpoints of databases.

• To minimize the amount of time that critical resources such as MSDB records and/or application journal tails are held.

The commit process is structured in the following way:

1. Do phase one processing for standard IMS/VS data bases.

2. Get all locks that are required to do phase one of Fast Path. These locks represent the MSDB records that have to be verified and/or modified and the journal tails of DEDB AREAs for which inserts are pending. Locks are acquired in a specific order, minimizing the potential for deadlocks.

3. Journal Fast Path data base modifications. This includes building after images and copying them to the next available space in the system journal’s main storage buffers; it does NOT include waiting for system journal records to be written to external media. All the Fast Path data base updates for a single transaction are grouped together. The use of after images allows easy implementation of asynchronous checkpoints.

4. Do phase two of commit processing. This includes updating MSDBs and DEDB application journal tails, and unlocking the resources related to MSDBs and application journals.

5. Do phase two processing for standard IMS/VS data bases.

Even after all these steps, the results of the transaction cannot yet be externalized (data base changes cannot yet go to DASD and the response cannot go to the terminal) until after the system journal records have been written. In step three, Fast Path does not wait for system journal records to be written; this is to reduce the time between step two and step four, when critical resources are held. This technique reduces the period for which critical resources are held to the millisecond range, allowing extremely high concurrency for these resources.
Even after step five, Fast Path does not force the system journal records out to external media. In this way, Fast Path attempts to minimize CPU time and disk/tape space for the system journal. The system journal records will eventually be forced out by a buffer becoming full, a time-limit expiring, or standard IMS/VS processing. Since resource ownership is recorded on an operating-system region (job) basis, Fast Path switches resource ownership to a dummy region. This lets the region start work on a new transaction.

When a system journal buffer is physically written out, it is likely to contain commit records for more than one transaction. Accordingly, a group of transactions all become committed at one time. This was named "Group Commit" long after the development of IMS/VS Fast Path.
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